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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The schools of Phoenix, Arizona are faced with the

problem of providing for the needs of three different

racial groups of children, namely: whites, or those of the

white race exclusive of Mexicans, Mexicans, and negroes.

There are also some Chinese, Japanese, and Indians, but

these children are such a very small part of the whole

school population -- sometimes just one or two in a building- -

that they form individual problems rather than group prob-

lems.

In 1932 one general course of study was used in the

Phoenix schools for all these children. Very few special

provisions for any group were to be noted in this general

course. However, in the case of reading and language work

in the primary grades, and homemaking and shop work in the

upper grades a definite attempt at differentiation had been

made.

The general course of study provided for two or three

weeks of review for all groups in all the basic subjects at

the close of the spring term, and a month of general review

in the fall before beginning the new work of the school

year. .

Those who were responsible for revising and modifying

the course of study felt that some changes should be made



in the plan of 'work in order that Phoenix Schools might

more effectively meet the needs of the three major groups

of children However, there was doubt as to just how much

difference did exist between white children, MeTican children,

and negro children in their ability to profit by the same

course of study in the basic, fundamental subjects. There-

fore attempts were made to discover their particular strengths

and weaknesses in achievement in the various subjects under

the course then in use; whether each subject was receiving

the proper amount of emphasis; and whether the plan of review

being used was the best one to follow. This work was done

in order that an intelligent effective revision of the course

of study might be made.

The writer decided upon the following study as a means

of securing information which might prove helpful in the

revision program.
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Statement of the Problem

The present study had a threefold purpose:

1. To discover by the use of the New Stanford Achieve-

ment Test, Advanced Examination, Forms V and ï, in

which subjects grade school children of Phoenix, Arizona,

had the greatest learning persistence as shown by the

summer carry over in those subjects.

2. To determine whether one month of general review at

the opening of the fall term was necessary, or suffi-

cient in each subject to replace the summer loss in

efficiency.

3. To determine whether white children, Mexican chil-

dren, and negro children displayed any striking dif-

ferences in learning, retaining, and recalling the

particular subject matter tested.



CHAPTER II

THE TECHN'I T5E OF THE STUDY

In any comparative study of group achievement exact and

comparable measures of the standing of each group at the

beginning and at the end of the stated time intervals must

be secured. Also the instrument of measure should be such

that it will show both improvement and loss of ability in

the subjects tested during the stated time intervals. To

provide such measures for this study the New Stanford Achieve-

ment Test, Advanced Examination, Forms V, W and X were used.

Form V was given May 25, 1932, during the closing week of

the spring term of the grade schools of Phoenix, Arizona;

Form W was given September 16, 1932, during the first week

of the fall term; and From X was given Oct. 11, 1932, at

the close of the first month of school work.

Another reason for selecting the New Stanford Achieve-

ment Test, Advanced Examination, wa8 because of its several

available forms, and because of the number of abilities it

tested, namely: paragraph meaning, word meaning, spelling,

language usage, literature, history and civics, geography,

physiology and hygiene, arithmetic reasoning, and arithmetic

computation. The total average score was also computed. and

used in this comparison.

In May, 1932, 205 children took the test,. 75 of whom

were whites, 68 Mexicans, and 62 negroes. On September 16th
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several of the pupils had been lost to the schools so

that only 55 whites, 43 Mexicans, and 49 negroes out of

those measured in May were there to take both the September

and October tests. For comparative purposes this limited

the total number of children to 147 who were present for

all three forms of the test.

In order to test all three groups of children on the

same day and during approximately the same hours it was

necessary to use three different people in administering the

tests. Because of convenience of fitting this work into

other scheduled duties, the writer tested the white child-

ren at all three stated times; Mr. Everett Johnson, advanced

supervisor and director of research, tested the negroes;

and Miss Bernice Clark, intermediate supervisor, tested the

Mexicans.

Children of the 5A grade in the spring were the ones

selected for this experiment, first, because that happened

to be the only grade in which there were enough negroes to

form a group similar in size to a straight Mexican grade

group in any one building; and second, because it was felt

that the closing fifth and beginning sixth grade work would

give as true a cross section picture of the achievement of

Phoenix grade school children as any grades that could be

selected.

After all three forms of the test had been given, the

papers scored, and the results tabulated, four sets of
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frequency distributions were made for each subject tested

for each of the three dates, .lay 25, September 15, and

October 11. That is, for paragraph meaning there was a

distribution of the scores made by the whites, by the Mex-

icans, by the negroes, and by the group as a whole, for

each of the three dates designated, and so on for each

respective subject. This resulted in 132 frequency distri-

butions. Since these constituted merely routine material

in the study, they are not included in this report. Tables

I through VIII show all the various measures that were cal-

culated from these frequency distributions and used in making

the different comparisons brought out in the study. These

various measures were: mean, sigma, standard error of mean,

coefficient of variability, difference of means, sigma dif-

ference of means, and critical ratio. A brief discussion of

these various measures and their significance follows:

1. The mean, or average, was used as the measure of

central tendency. It was figured for each group

in each subject in all three forms of the test.

2. Sigma was the measure of spread used.

3. Standard error of mean, or the reliability of the

mean, was found by the following formula:

,. °Y C'dam

The significance of Lills measure is that one can

be practically sure that the "true" average will

fall within the limits 1.34/1.4): from the derived



mean.

4. Coefficient of variability or Pearson's Coefficient
boo 4of Variation gotten by the formula '^ is a

measure of relative variability which enables one

to compare the variability of one group on two dif-

ferent tests, or to compare two or more groups on

the same test.

5. Difference of means was found by simply subtracting

one mean from another.

6. Sigma difference of means was secured by using the

following formula: z ,,
d(J,h¢) r-- d( ) - d ( 2.)

It is a measure of reliability of difference. One

can say that the chances are 99 in 100 that the

obtained difference does not diverge from the true

difference by more than 3 )ç f d d;ff-

7. Critical Ratio was secured by the formula rd,/
or1 f

By referring the critical ratio to Table XIV, page

134 of Statistics in Psychology and Education by

Garrett,1 one finds the number of chances in 100

that the true difference is greater than O. A

critical ratio of 3 means practically complete

reliability, and one greater than 3 is taken as

indicating just so much added reliability.

1Garrett, Henry E. Statistics in Psychology and Educa-
tion,.New York: Longmans, Green and Co., 1926,
p.130
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Through the use of these various calculated measures

the writer attempted to arrive at the answers to the three

problems set up for this study.



CHAPTER III

PERSISTENCE Or LEARNING

Problem I. To discover in which subjects tested by

the New Stanford Achievement Test, Phoenix grade school

children have the greatest learning persistence as

shown by the summer carry over in those subjects.

The answer to this problem was found by studying Table

I; Column 4, which shows the difference in means between the

May and September tests. Differences marked "G" were Sept-

ember gain differences, and those marked "L" were loss dif-

ferences. By glancing down this column one found that the

greatest gain difference between May and September records

was in literature - -a gain of 3.93 points; that the next

greatest gain was in arithmetic reasoning- -one of 1.78 points;

and the third greatest in spelling, 1.09 points.

Therefore, these three subjects, literature, arithmetic

reasoning, and spelling were found to be the ones in which

Phoenix grade school children had the greatest learning per-

sistence as shown by the summer carry over or gain.

Just how significant were the gains in these various

subjects? The critical ratio of 1.7 in literature meant that

the chances were about 96 in 100 that the difference between

the true means was greater than O. Therefore, one could

reasonably expect that Phoenix grade school children would

in 96 times out of a 100 show an increase in literature
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TABLE I

The May, September, and October Average Achievement Records
Made by the Composite Group When Tested by The New Stanford
Achievement Tests Advanced Examination, Forms V, W, and X
Respectively.

Subject Month

I.

Mean
Difference of
Means Sigma :

Sigma
of Mean

rit.
Ratio

1.
-

Para- May 74.048 May -Sept. L .72 16.178 1.33
graph Sept. f 73.326 May -Oct. G 1.4 15.724 1.3
Meaning Oct. 75.448 16.804 1.39

2. n

Word May 71.856 May-Sept. G .92 14.788 1.22
Meaning Sept. 72.048 May -Oct. G 2.08 15.186 1.25

Oct. 73.938 15.472 1.28
3.

Spell- May 70.292 May -Sept. G 1.09 11.584 .95 .74
ing Sept. 71.38 May -Oct. G 2.54 13.522 1.115

Oct. 72.836 11.172 .921
4.

Lan- May 72.062 May-Sept. G .856 19.83 1.64
guage Sept. 72.918 May -Oct. L .54 20.094 1.66

Oct. 71.518 22.658 1.87
5.

Liter- May 64.578 May-Sept. G 3.93 21.22 1.75 1.7
ature Sept. 68.51 May -Oct. G 5.65 18.574- 1.53

Oct. 70.224 19.18. 1.58 2.4
6.

History May 66.728 May -Sept. L 1.23 18.64 4. 1.54
and Sept. 65.504 Macy -Oct. G 1.23 20.16 1.67

Civics Oct. 67.966 18.32 1.51
7.

Geog- Macy 71.082 May -Sept. L .72 15.36 ~ 1.27
raphy Sept. 70.36 May -Oct. L 2.06 17.09- 1.41

Oct. 69.04 18.49: 1.53
8.

Phys. May 65.666 May -Sept. G .9 14.21 1.17
and Sept. 66.564 May -Oct G .88 14.21v 1.17

Hygiene Oct. 66.538 14.10 1.16
9.

Arith. May 70.36 May -Sept. G 1.78 13.34 1.1 1.2
Reason- Sept. 72.142 May -Oct. G 3.1 12.09 .997
ins 1 Oct. 73.462 13.19 1.09
10.

Arith- May 75.87 May -Sept L 5.03 11.81. .974
Compu- Sept. 70.836 May -Oct. L .12 11.55. .952 3.69
tation Oct. 75.748 11.6 .956

11.
Total May 69.722 May -Sept. G .31 12.82; 1.06 .2

Score Sept. 70.034 May -Oct. G 1.58 12.78: 1.05
Oct. 71.3 13.31. 1.097
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ability over the summer vacation period. In arithmetic

reasoning the critical ratio of 1.2 led one to expect them

to show an increase in 88 times out of a 100. In spelling,

the critical ratio of .74 indicated that in 77 chances out

of a 100 there would be an increase of spelling ability

during the vacation.

The chances for a summer carry over of ability were

evidently greatest in literature. One might naturally look

for a carry over in this subject because literature ability

is not the kind of ability that depends chiefly upon class-

room drill or on intensive, directed practice for improve-

ment, but rather it is one in which there is a natural con-

tinued growth under normal living conditions in such an en-

vironment as Phoenix furnishes. No doubt the Parks and

Playground Program carried on during the summer months in-

creased the literature ability of some children through its

story hour and dramatization periods. Then, too, the climate

of Phoenix is conducive to reading as a summer pastime. The

cool basement reading room of the children's department in

the Carnegie Library is a much more inviting spot than most

Mexican and negro homes.

It was interesting to see (in Tables III and 1V) that

the children from these homes were the ones entirely respon-

sible for the gain in literature ability which was shown

for the Phoenix group considered as a whole.

The question might arise as to why the white children
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did not show _a corresponding improvement. One can only

surmise; but it is very probable that the particular white

children who were tested did much less reading during the

summer than they did during the regular school year; and

gave little thought to books, authors, or fictitious char-

acters during the vacation period. These children are the

ones whose parents leave Phoenix in great numbers for a

summer vacation in the mountains or at the Coast where a

very active outdoor life occupies almost the full time of

the children.

But, whatever may have been the cause, these tests

showed that Phoenix grade school children, as a whole, had

their greatest carry over strength in literature ability,

with arithmetic reasoning and spelling ability next in order.

Three other abilities, word meaning, language usage, physi-

ology and hygiene showed minor increases; and the composite

score which is the best indication of general strength

showed an increase of .31 points in average. Although this

was such a very, very slight increase in size it was signi-

ficant in that Phoenix children had at least suffered no

loss in achievement; that when all groups and all subjects

were considered, they appeared to be in September achievement

practically where they were in the spring.

However, the fact that certain cases of loss in achieve-

ment did occur led one to a consideration of the second

problem.



CHAPTER IV

EFFICIENCY OF TI FIRST MONTH'S REVIEW

Problem II. To determine whether one month of review

at the opening of the fall term was necessary or suf-

ficient in each subject to replace the summer loss in

efficiency.

The data found in Table I furnished the answer to this

problem. The first thing was to discover in which subjects

Phoenix pupils showed an achievement loss during the vacation

period. It was found that:

Paragraph Meaning Sept. mean was .72 less than the May mean

History and Civics "
" " 1.23

Geography " Si " .72

Arithmetic
Computation t'

n
_' 5.03 " if " "

In only one subject was there a very noticeable loss.

That was in the case of arithmetic computation.

But note the changes a month's review brought about in

the averages for these four subjects. They had the following

October record:

Paragraph
Meaning Oct. mean was 1.4 greater than the May mean

History and
Civics Oct. mean was 1.23 greater than theMay mean

Geography Oct. mean was 2.06 less than the May mean

Arithmetic
Computation Oct. mean was .12 less than the May mean
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Also the .Language usage mean was .54 less than the lay

mean, although the September one had been .856 greater than

the May mean.

At the close of the month's review the differences

between the May and September means we :'e more than made up

in paragraph meaning, and history and civics, and just barely

made up in arithmetic computation - -a lack of .12 points not

being considered a reliable difference. But it was found

that the September geography average was lowered by 1.34

points, and the language usage average by 1.4 points for

no reason apparent to the writer. however, the differences

between the May averages and both the September and October

averages in these two subjects were not large enough to be

of any great consequence.

Therefore, the answer to the second problem is that

the plan of one month's review at the opening of the fall

term was sufficient, in each subject, to replace any summer

loss in efficiency -- except possibly in the case of geog-

raphy, and Language usage. In fact, a whole month of re-

view was unnecessary, as, in practically all cases there

wasn't any loss, or only a very slight one resulting from

the summer intermission.

According to the results shown in this testing program,

it appears that a much better plan for the first month's

work with sixth grade children would be to begin new work

at once, or after a few periods of intensive drill and
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review in some special cases, as in arithmetic computation

and language usage. And, that, at all times in all grades,

review should be an intelligent, purposeful procedure car-

ried on to strengthen a definitely known lack of ability.

Besides avoiding the waste of time in devoting a whole

month to unnecessary review, the plan of beginning new work

immediately would lend zest and enthusiasm to the opening

days. Is not the keen edge of interest dulled when one

begins the year's work by handing out for review exactly

the same material or texts the children used the previous

year?

Beginning new work within the first week might also

help bring in stragglers more promptly. Some parents are

prone to prolong vacations because, "They just do review

work the first month anyway".

There probably are many teachers who would seriously

question abandoning the plan of devoting the first month of

the fall term to a "general review ". There is such a wide-

spread notion that children forget a very great deal during

the vacation period. Often teachers remark, 'These children

have forgotten everything they ever knew". The writer

realizes that this study dealt with a very limited number

of children, and that these Mexicans, negroes, and whites

may, or may not have been representative of such children

found elsewhere, but let us consider briefly the results of

some other investigations of summer loss in ability.
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In 1926 Dr. Margaret E. Noonan2 made a study of the in-

fluence of summer vacation on the ability to compute, to

solve problems in arithmetic, to read, to spell, and to

draw. The 803 children used in her study were from five

public schools in St. Louis, Mo. and they formed a very

cosmopolitan group. To further determine the influence of

special practice before the vacation period on changes over

that period she used 490 pupils. These children were from

two public schools in New York City and from two public

schools in different towns in New Jersey. From these two

studies she concluded:

"The summer vacation does not cause any signifi-
cant changes in such school abilities as the ability
to compute, to to read, to solve problems
in arithmetic and to draw, in the case of fifth and
sixth grade children when we consider the group as
a whole.

"Current opinion has greatly exaggerated the
amount of deterioration that takes place during a
vacation interval. in the group of children who
did not attend summer school, there were only two
abilities, those of spelling and arithmetic com-
putation, in which there was deterioration, and in
these cases the amount was very small. Furthermore,
the number of abilities in which there was no change
is just as great asthe number in which there was
deterioration, while the number in which there was
improvement during the vacation period is greater.

"The influence of summer school in improving
the abilities tested was ' very insignificant, in

2
Noonan, Margaret E. Influence of the Summer Vacation on
Abilities of Fifth and Sixth Grade Children, Teachers'
College Contributions to Education, No. 204. New York:
Teachers' College, Columbia University, 1926
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three cases., namely, language ability, reading
ability, and the ability to solve problems,
exactly the same changes took place in the abil-
ities of the group who did not attend summer
school as in the group who did. In two other
abilities, arithmetic computation and spelling,
attendance at summer school prevented the slight
deterioration in the summer school group that
occurred in the non summer school group."

In the summary of her second study Dr. Noonan3

"In every case, except one, 50 per cent or
more of the gains that were made as a result of
practice persisted over the vacation period;
in five of the thirteen groups tested the entire
median gains that were made as a result of prac-
tice persisted over the vacation period.

q,uoting further from Dr. Noonan4 the following brief
5

account of Dr. White's work is given:

"Dr. White tested seven pupils from a second
grade class, and eight from a seventh grade class
at the close of school in June, and again at the
opening of school in the autumn. The second grade
pupils were tested on speed and accuracy in the
multiplication tables through the fives; the
seventh grade pupils in expressing per cents as
common fractions. Of the 70 answers made by
pupils of the second grade class, 9 were wrong in
June and 25 in September, and correct answers were
given more slowly after vacation. The percentage
test with the seventh grade showed less loss in
accuracy at the close of the vacation. Of the
80 answers, 11 were wrong in June, and 15 in Sep-
tember. The average reaction time for correct
answers was 1.5 in June, and 1.4 seconds in
September. r

3

4Noonan, op. cit.
Ibid
White, Practice Before and After Vacation, American Educa-

tion Vol. IX
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Dr. Kirby6 confined his study to arithmetic also. He

used 152 fourth grade pupils to measure the changes in

ability to perform the process of addition after the summer

vacation had intervened. He used 221 children who were in

the last half of the third and the first half of the fourth

year to measure the summer loss in division .

In both cases just before vacation the pupils had had

60 minutes of distributed practice on the material on which

they were tested after vacation. Both groups suffered loss

of ability during the summer break, but the loss in division

was greater than the loss in addition. The final tests

showed that the addition group lost 17% of the ability which

it had at the end of June, but that in September this group

was still 10.4 columns ahead of their standing at the begin-

ning of the experiment although from the close of the prac-

tice to the beginning of September they lost a median of

6.4 columns. The division group suffered a median loss of

21 %. However, in September this group was still a median

of 17.5 combinations ahead of the median ability shown in

the initial period, but had lost a median of 20 combinations

from the end of practice to the beginning of school.

In both groups the average time required for the chil-

dren to regain approximately their former ability was

6Kirby, Thos. J. Practice in the Case of School Children
Teachers' College Contributions to Education, Bo. 58,
New York: Teachers' College, Columbia University, 1913
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30 minutes. This time was divided into 3 or 4 periods of

practice, 5 to 10 minutes in length.

In these various studies children from the second,

third, fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh grades were used.

All workers reported a slight loss of ability in arithmetic

computation over the vacation period, but in each case it

was shown that much of this usual loss could be offset by

special drill in the spring just before school closed.

Since two weeks at the close of the spring term in

the Phoenix schools are given over to reviews and tests,

the writer sees no reason why drill in such subjects as

arithmetic computation and language usage cannot be so

directed as to offset any great summer loss, and make pro-

longed review in September unnecessary, even in the case of

those subjects which seem to suffer most from vacation

'periods.



CHAPTER V

COMPARATIVE ABILITY OF LEARNING,
RETAINING AND RECALLING FACTS

Problem III. To determine whether white children,

Mexican children, and negro children display any

striking differences in learning, retaining, and

recalling the particular subject matter tested by the

New Stanford Achievement Test, Advanced Examination,

Forms V, W, and X.

Part I

Relative Achievement of White,
Mexican and Negro Children

An achievement test given at the close of a year's

work gives one a picture of the amount of learning the

various groups have done up to that time; brings out any

particular subject matter strengths or weaknesses of the

different groups; and shows their variability on each sub-

ject tested.

To locate any striking differences in learning it

was necessary to consider the various subjects separately,

or in small related groups, and so differences in para-

graph meaning were first considered. Tables II and III

supplied the needed data.
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TABLE II

Records of Whites, Mexicans, and Negroes in Average Achieve-
ment in the Various Subjects Tested by the New Stanford
Acnievementi_lest .&avancea Axamination form V a- zo Iyaz

Sub'ect Nationalit' Mean yi'-

Sigma
of Mean

Coefficient of
Variabilit

1.
".

Para - White 86.82 13.046 1.76 15.026
graph Mexican 70.72 11.706 1.79 16.55
Meaning Negro 62.592 12.426 1.78 19.852

2.
Word White 82.964 14.318 1.93 17.259
Meaning Mexican 67.42 10.392 1.58 15.431

Negro 63.286 10.1 1.44 15.959
3.

Spell- White 77.728 9.392 1.27 12.083
ing Mexican 69.976 10.63 1.62 15.636

Negro 63.976 9.898 1.41 15.471
4.

Lan - White 84.454 18.622 2.51 22.049
guage Mexican 64.14 17.292 2.64 26.959
Usage Negro 64.184 15.916 2.27 24.797

5.

Liter - White 82.164 15.476 2.09 18.835
ature Mexican 52.254 18.442 2.81 35.292

Nero 55.244 15.884 2.27 28.752
6.

History White 78.746 15.278 2.06 19.401
and Mexican 60.674 18.462 2.82 30.428

Civics Negro 58.55 14.568 2.08 24.881
7.

Geog- White 80.854 15.186 2.05 18.186
raphy Mexican 67.838 12.024 1.83 17.724

Negro 62.96 11.838 1.69 18.802
8.

Phys. White 75.618 11. 1.48 14.546
and Mexican 59.046 14.23 2.17 24.099

Hygiene Negro 60.306 10.708 1.53 17.755
9.

Arith. White 77.8 11.9 1.6 15.295
Reason- Mexican 69.558 11.56 1.76 16.619
inß Negro 62.714 11.696 1.67 18.649
10.

Arith. White 83.618 9.23 1.24 11.038
Compu- Mexican 74.022 11.454 1.75 11.454
tation Negro 68.796 9.286 1.33 13.497
11.

Total White 80.6 10.53 1.42 13.064
Score Mexican 64.954 10.072 1.54 15.506

Negro 61.694 7.898 1.13 12.801
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TABLE III

Comparison of Whites, Mexicans and Negroes in Average
Achievement in the Various Subjects Tested by the New Stan-
ford Achievement Test, Advanced Examination, Form V, May 25,
1932.

Subject Group Comparison
Difference
of Means '

Sigma Diff.
of Means

Crit.
Ratio

1.

Para - White and Mexican 16.1 2.51 6.41
graph White and Negro 24.23 2.5 9.6
Meaning Mexican and Negro 8.13 2.52 3.22

2.

Word White and Mexican 15.546 2.49 6.24
Meaning White and Negro 19.678 2.4 8.19

Mexican and Negro 4.132 2.13 1.94
3.

Spell- White and Mexica 9.752 2.05 4.75
ing White and Negro 13.752 1.89 7.27

Mexican and Negro 4.00 2.14 1.86
4.

Lan- White and Mexica 20.314 3.64 5.58
guage White and Negro 20.27 3.38 5.99
Usage Mexican and Negro .044 3.48 .01 Fa.

5.
Liter - White and Mexica 29.91 3.5 8.54
ature White and Negro 26.92 3.08 8.74

Mexican and Negro 2.99 3.61 .82 Fa.
6.

History White and Mexican 18.072 3.49 5.23
and White and Negro 20.196 2.92 6.91

Civics Mexican and Nej ro 2.124 3.5 .607
7.

Geog- White and Mexica 13.016 2.74 4.75
raphy White and Negro 17.894 2.65 6.75

Mexican and Negro 4.878 2.49 1.95
8.

Phys. White and Mexica 16.572 2.62 6.32
and White and Negro 15.312 2.12 7.22
H iene Mexican and Nero 1.26 2.65 .47 Fa'

9.
Arith. White and Lexica 8.242 2.37 3.47
Reason - White and Negro 15.086 2.31 6.53
i, ß Mexican and Ne ro 6.844 2.42 2.82
10.

.

Arith. White and Mexica 9.59 2.14 4.48
Compu- White and Negro 14.822 1.81 8.21
tation Mexican and Nett-. 5.226 2.19 2.38
11.

Total White and Mexic: 15.646 2.09 7.48
Score White and Negro 18.906 1.81 10.44

Tiñev; nor anti NAcr 3.26 1.9 1.71
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Paragraph Meaning.

INNS
Paragraph Meaning

Group Mean Group Comparison
Difference
of Means

Critical
Ratio

Varia-
bility

White 86.82 White- Mexican 16.1 6.41 15.02
Mex. 70.72 White-Negro 24.23 9.6 16.55
Negro 62.59 Mexican -Negro 8.13 3.22 19.852

In regard to paragraph meaning the following facts

were apparent:

1. The whites had the highest mean indicating that

they had done the most learning; the negroes had the lowest

mean, while the Mexicans came between these two groups, but

much nearer to the negroes than to the whites in the amount

of learning shown. The differences between each of the two

groups compared were large enough to be indicative of com-

plete reliability, since a critical ratio of 3 indicates that

there are 99.9 chances in a 100 that a difference greater

than 0 existed. The difference between the Mexicans and

negroes (3.22) was significant; the difference between the

whites and negroes (9.6) was the most significant of all.

The white group was least variable, that is, closest

together in achievement; the negroes most variable; with

the Mexicans between, but this time nearer to the whites

than to the negroes.

It is very evident that the three groups of children

showed striking differences in their ability to get meaning

from the printed page.
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Word Meaning

Word Mean in

Group Mean Group Comparison
Difference
of means

t;ritical
Ratio

varia-
bility

White 82.964 White-Mexican 15.546 6.24 17.259
Mex. 67.42 White-Negro 19.678 8.19 15.431
Nezro 63.286 Mexican-Negro 4.132 1.94 15.959

The striking difference that this comparison revealed

was the difference between whites and negroes, the critical

ratio being 8.19 in that case while it was but 6.24 in the

case of the Mexican children. A significant difference in

vocabulary ability between Mexican and white children is

naturally expected because of the language handicap of the

Spanish -speaking child. That a greater difference should

appear between negroes and whites in this ability than

should appear between Mexicans and whites was surprising,

also that negroes and Mexicans were so close together in

both means and variability.

Spe Lling

Group Mean Group Comparison
Difference
of Means

Critical
Ratio

Varia-
bility

White 77.728 White -Mexican 9.752 4.75 12.083
Hex. 67.976 White-Negro 13.752 7.27 15.636
agro 63.976 Mexican -Ne rho 4. 1.86 15.471

It was the decrease in differences that was most

noticeable in this comparison. The critical ratios were

smaller and nearer alike than they were in paragraph mean-

ing or word meaning. However, that was what one might

expect as the spelling test given did not measure anything
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except ability to spell the word given. It did not measure

the child's understanding of the meaning of the word, or his

ability to use the word correctly.

The three groups were rather close together in varia-

bility also. The striking difference was still that between

the whites and the negroes.

Language Usage

han a:, e Usa _ e

Difference Critical Varia -
Grou Mean Grou Com.arisen of Means Ratio bilit

White 84.454 White- Mexican 20.314 5.58 22.049
Mex. 64.14 White -Negro 20.27 5.99 26.959
Negro 64.184 Negro -Mexican .04 .01 24.797

The outstanding feature in the language usage compar-

ison was the fact that the negroes and Mexicans had the

same average achievement in this subject, and showed much

the same degree of variability.

The outstanding difference was the superiority of the

whites over both the other groups. Environment has such a

strong influence on this particular ability that the whites

would naturally rank higher on this test. The Mexicans

and negroes have very similar living conditions in Phoenix,

but they are segregated in school.

Of all the abilities, language usage ability was the

one in which the white children varied most. This was dis-

covered by studying Table II where all subjects are shown

together.
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Literature

Literature

Group Mean Group Comparison
Difference
of Means

Critical
Ratio

Varia-
bility

White 82.164
Mex. 52.254
Negro 55.244

White -Mexican
White -Negro
Mexican -Negro

29.91
26.92
2.99

8.54
8.74
.82

18.835
35.292
28.752

In literature ability the most noticeable difference

was still that between the whites and the other two groups;

but, for the first time the negroes surpassed the Mexicans

in average.

The variability of the Mexicans in literature achieve-

ment was the greatest of any group in any subject in the

whole test.

Social Sciences

Social Sciences
Difference Critical Varia -

C om . of Means Ratio bi li tSub'ect Grou Mean Gro u

White
History Mex.

Negro

Geog.
White
Mex.
Nero

78.746 White -Mex. 18.072 5.23 19.4
60.674 White -Negro 20.196 6.91 30.43
58.55 Mex. -Negro 2.124 .607 24.88

80.854 White -Mex. 13.016 4.75 18.19
67.838 White -Negro 17.894 6.75 17.72
62.96 Mex. -Ne:ro 4.878 1.95 18.8

The only particularly noticeable differences in the

social sciences were the formerly noted one of the white's

superiority over both the Mexicans and negroes in the amount

of knowledge gained, and the Mexican children's wide varia-

bility in history in contrast with their variability in

geography.
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Physiology

111ZeioloV

Group Mean
Difference

Group Comparison of Means
Critical
Ratio

Varia-
bility

White 75.618
Ilex. 59.046
Ne:ro 60.306

Whi t e-jlexi c an

White-Negro
Mexican-Ne ro

16.572
15.312
1.26

6.32
7.22
.47

14.546
24.099
17.755

Here again, the striking differences were the greater

achievement of the whites and the wider variability of the

Mexicans.

Arithmetic

Arithmetic Ability

Ability Group
Diff.

Mean Group Comp. of Means
Critical llaria-
Ratio bility.

Reason-
ing

Com u-
Cation Mex.

White
Yex.
Negro

White

Negro

77.8 White-Mex.
69.56 White -Negro
62.71 Mex.-Negro

83.62 White -Mex.
74.02 White -Negro
68.796 Mex.-Negro

8.242
15.086
6.844

9.59
14.822
5.226

3.47 15.295
6.53 16.619
2.82 18.649

4.48 11.038
8.21 11.454
2.38 13.497

As in the case of all the other ability comparisons,

there was a decided difference in favor of the whites in

arithmetic achievement, but the really interesting thing to

be seen from this tabulation was the similarity of the

three groups in this ability. They were nearer together in

arithmetic computation and reasoning than in any other sub-

ject tested except spelling. The relative positions of the

three groups were practically the same in these three sub-

jects.

After examining the record of each group of children

in all ten subjects tested by the Jew Stanford Achievement
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Test, Advanced Examination, Form V to determine whether

they displayed any striking differences in learning, the

conclusions were:

1. That, without exception, white children displayed_

marked superiority over both negro children and

Mexican children in acquiring the particular

knowledge tested.

2. That Mexican children and negro children were

quite similar in learning ability with the

Mexicans appearing to be slightly superior in most

cases.

3. That the Mexicans were more variable in learning

than either of the other two groups.

The following diagram pictures more clearly varying

achievement of the three groups discussed.
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Mr. George J. Peak7 made a study of 1019 English,

or "white" children, 160 English- Spanish children, and

653 Mexican children in Tucson, Arizona to discover their

relative achievement in the ten subjects tested by the

New Stanford Achievement Test. He found that in composite

achievement the English group ranked highest, the English-

Spanish group ranked next highest, and the Spanish group

ranked lowest. In every subject in every grade except 8A

spelling, the English group ranked above the Mexican group.

His study showed that Tucson white children and Mexican

children were very similar to those of Phoenix in achieve-

ment ranking.

7
Peak, George J. Relative Achievement of En &lish- Speaking
and Spanish- Speaking Children. Unpublished Master's thesis,
Department of Education, University of Arizona, 1931
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TABLE IV

Records of Whites, Mexicans and Negroes in Average Achieve-
ment in the Various Subjects Tested by the New Stanford
Achievement Test. Advanced Examination Form W, Sept. 1932____

-___
Sub'ect

-Nation-
alit

__---- .--

Mean Sivo- can

-eo-efficiën of_ .!
Variabilit

1.

Para- White 85.254 14.761 1.99 17.314
graph Mex. 68.022 11.544 1.76 16.979
Meaning Negro 64.592 11.152 1.59 17.265

2.

Word White 81.472 15.89 2.14 19.53
Meaning Mex. 69.418 11.586 1.77 16.689

Negro 63.776 10.794 1.54 16.909
3.

Spell- White 78.418 10.252 1.38 13.074
ing Mex. 70.534 9.536 1.45 13.519

Negro 64.224 15.6 2.22 24.289
4.

Lan- White 88.962 17.636 2.38 19.824
guage Mex. 62.722 16.576 2.53 26.427
Usage Negro 65.082 13.778 1.97 21.17

5.

Liter- White 79.072 17.392 2.35 21.999
ature Mex. 60.72 19.786 3.02 32.585

Negro 63.368 11.926 1.703 18.822
6.

History White 76.89 17.604 2.37 22.895
and Mex. 61.650 19.07 2.91 30.932

Civics Negro 56.102 17.204 2.46 30.665
7.

Geog- White 82.818 16.524 2.23 19.952
raphy Mex. 64.906 14.594 2.23 22.484

Nero 62.062 11.106 1.59 17.895
$.

Phys. White 76.781 11.558 1.56 15.052
and Mex. 58.814 14.186 2.16 24.12
gygiene 61.498 9.302 1.33 15.125

9.
Arith. White 77.218 10.93 1.47 14.154
Reason - Mex. 71.094 11.58 1.77 16.288

Negro 67.53 11.526 1.65 17.067.ing

10.
Arith. White 77.364 13.034 1.76 16.847
C omp u- Mex. 69.418 8.49 1.87 12.23
tation Negro 64.796 7.71 1.101 11.898
11.

Total White 80.054 11.882 1.6 14.842
Score Mex. 65.512 9.548 1.46 14.574

Negro 62.756 8.256 1.18 13.139
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TABLE V

Comparison of Whites, Mexicans and Negroes in Average Achieve-
ment in the Various Subjects Tested by the New Stanford
Achievement Test, Advanced Examination, Form W, Sept. 1.932

Subject Group Comparison
Diff. in '
Means

Sigma Diff.,
of Means

Critical
Ratio

1.
Para - White- Mexican 17.23 2.65 6.5
graph White -Negro 20.66 2.54 8.13
Meaning Mexican -Negro 3.43 2.37 1.02

2.

Word White-Mexicanexican 12.052 2.77 4.35
Meaning White -Negro 17.696 2.63 6.72

Mexican -Ne ;ro 5.644 2.34 2.41
3.

Spell- White- Mexican 7.884 2. 3.942
ing White -Negro 14.194 2.61 5.43

Mexican -Negro 6.31 2.65 2.38
4.

Lan- White-Mexican 26.24 3.47 7.56
guage White -Negro 23.88 3.08 7.75
Usage Mexican -Negro 2.36 3.2 .73

5.

Liter - White- Mexican 18.352 3.82 4.8
ature White -Negro 15.704 2.9 5.41

Mexican-'Nero 2.648 3.46 .76
6.

History White- Mexican 15.24 3.75 4.06
and White -Negro 20.688 3.41 6.36

Civics Mexican -Negro 5.548 3.81 1.45
7.

Geog- White- Mexican 17.912 3.15 5.68
raphy White -Negro 20.756 2.73 7.6

Mexican -Negro 2.844 2.73 1.04
8.

Phys. White- Mexican 17.967 2.66 6.75
and White-Negro 15.283 2.05 7.45

Hygiene Mexican -Negro 2.684 2.53 1.06
9.

Arith. White- Mexican 6.124 2.3 2.66
Reason- White-Negro 9.686 2.2 4.4
ing Mexican -Negro 3.564 2.41 1.47
10.

Arith. White-Mexican 7.946 2.56 3.1
Compu- White -Negro 12.568 2.07 6.07
tation Mexican -Negro 4.622 2.19 2.11
11.

Total White-Mexican 14.542 2.16 6.73
Score White -Negro 17.298 1.98 8.73

Mexican -Nero 2.756 1.58 1.74
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TABLE VI

Records of Whites, Mexicans, and Negroes in Average Achieve-
ment in the Various Subjects Tested by the New Stanford
Achievement Test Advanced Examination, Form X, Oct. 1932.

Sub'ect Nationalit Mean Siruia
Signa
Mean

Coefficient of
Variabilit

1.

Para - White 89.582 12.812 1.73 14.301
graph Mexican 71.7 12.13 1.85 16.917
Meaning Negro 63.448 13.462 1.92 21.217

2.

Word White 81.546 14.528 1.96 17.815
Meaning Mexican 72.35 12.616 1.92 17.437

Negro 62.714 9.628 1.38 15.352
3.

Spell- White 80.636 11.172 1.51 13.854
ing Mexican 68.674 8.668 1.32 12.62

Negro 67.734 7.672 1.1 11.326
4.

Lan- White 86.6 19.124 2.58 22.083
guage Mexican 57.418 22.268 3.40 38.782
Usa:e Nero 67.164 15.6 2.22 23.232

5.

Liter - White 82.89 15.458 2.08 18.064
ature Mexican 64.768 18.518 2.82 28.591

Negro 61.204 14.946 2.14 24.419
6.

History White 78.49 14.336 1.93 18.264
and Mexican 63.884 19.52 2.98 30.553

Civics Negro 59.734 15.33 2.19 25.663
7.

Geog- White 81.546 17.666 2.38 21.676
raphy Mexican 60.768 16.762 2.56 27.583

Negro 62.346 12.022 1.72 19.285
8.

Phys- White 76.236 12.42 1.67 16.291
and Mexican 60.86 12.18 1.86 20.013

Hygiene Negro 62.102 10.864 1.55 17.493
9.

Arith. White 80.564 10.956 1.48 13.599
Reason- Mexican 70.348 13. 1.98 18.482
ing Negro 68.224 12.656 1.81 18.55
10.

Arith, White 80.89 10.496 1.42 12.975
Compu- Mexican 75.558 12.368 1.89 16.368

Negro 70.142 9.934 1.42 14.162
11.

Total White 82.236 11.142 1.5 13.548
Score Mexican 65.838 10.87 1.66 16.51

Ne , ro + 63.816 8.494 1.21 13.31
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TABLE VII

Comparison of Whites, Mexicans and Negroes in Average Achieve-
ment in the Various Subjects Tested by the New Stanford
Acnievement Test Advanced Examination, rorm A uci . .ivo .

Subject Group Comparison
Diff. of
Means

Sigma Diff.
of Means

Critical
Ratio

1.

Para- White- Mexican 17.88 2.53 7.06
graph White-Negro 26.13 2.58 10.12
Meaning_ Mexican -Negro 8.25 2.68 3.07

2.
Word White -Mexican 9.196 2.74 3.35
Meaning White -Negro 18.832 2.39 7.87

Mexican -Negro 9.636 2.36 4.08
3.

Spell-
ing

White -Mexican
White -Negro

11.962
12.902

2.
1.86

5.98,
6.93

Mexican -Negro .94 1.71 .54
4.

Lan- White- Mexican 29.182 4.26 6.85
guage White -Negro 18.436 3.4 5.42
Usage Mexican -Negro 9.746 4.06 2.4

5.
Liter - White- Mexican 18.122 3.5 5.17
ature White -Negro 21.686 2.98 7.27

Mexican -Negro 3.564 3.54 1.
6.

History White- Mexican 14.606 3.55 4.11
and White -Negro 18.756 2.9 6.46

Civics Mexican-Negro 4.15 3.69 1.12
7.

Geog- White -Mexican 20.778 3.49 5.95
raphy White -Negro 19.20 2.93 6.55

Mexican -Negro 1.578 3.08 .51
8.

Phys. White-Mexican 15.376 2.5 6.15
and White -Negro 14.134 2.27 6.22

Hygiene Mexican -Negro 1.242 2.42 .51
9.

Arith. White- Mexican 10.216 2.47 4.13
Reason - White -Negro 12.34 2.33 5.29
ing Mexican -Negro 2.124 2.68 .79
10.

,

Arith. White- Mexican 5.332 2.36 2.68
Compu- White -Negro 10.748 2. 5.37
tation Mexican -Negro 5.416 2.36 2.29
11.
Total White- Mexican 16.398 2.23 7.35
Score White -Negro 18.42 1.92 9.59

Mexican -Ne ro 2.022 2.05 .98
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Part II

The Retaining Power of White Children
Mexicans and Negroes.

Were there any striking differences between groups of

white children, Mexican children, and negro children in

their ability to retain knowledge and skills?

To answer this question the September test averages

of these children were compared with their May averages.

This comparison was made by means of data contained in

Table II, page 21, and Table IV, page 31, and is pictured

in Table VIII on the following page.

A study of this comparison revealed some rather sur-

prising features. White superiority was noticeably lacking

when it came to retaining, or increasing knowledge over the

vacation period. The negro children appeared to best ad-

vantage in this ability; as, in five out of the ten tests

given, they ranked first in number of points of average

gained since the May test. The Mexican children ranked

first in three of the tests, while the white children showed

a lead over the other two groups in but two subjects, lan-

guage usage and geography. These two leads were probably

more likely to be accounted for by better environmental con-

ditions and greater opportunity for summer travel than by

greater retaining ability.

Although the negroes held first rank in five different

instances of retaining knowledge, they maintained this

rank in some cases by so small a margin that another check
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TABLE VIII

Comparison of thee May and September Means of the Three
Grou s in the Various Sub'ects Tested.

Sub'ect
Diff. between May
and Sett. Means Grout

- May Mean
Line

Rank of
Gratis

1.

Para- -1.57 White --4 2
graph -2.7 Mex. 3

Meaning 2. Negro - 1

2.

Word -1.49 White -- 2
Meaning 2. Mex. -- i

.49 Nero - 3
3.

Spell- .69 White - 2
ing 2.55 Mex. - 1

.25 Negro - 3

4.

Lan- 4.51 White i

guage 1.42 Mex. -- 2

Usase .9 Negro - 3

5.

Liter- -2.99 White ___ 3

ature 7.47 Mex. 2
8.13 Negro 1

6.

History -1.84 White -- 2

and .98 Mex. --a 1

Civics -2.45 Negro -- 3

7.
Geog- 1.98 White - i

raphy -2.94 Mex. 3

-.9 Negro - 2

8.
Phys. 1.16 White - 2

and .24 Mex. - 3

Hygiene 1.18 Negro -- 1____
9.

Arith. .6 White - 3

Reason- 1.53 Mex. - 2

in_ 4.82 Nero 1

10.
Arith. -5.26 White 3
Compu- -4.6 Mex. 2
tation -4. Negro 1

The red line represents the position of the mean of each
group in each subject on the May test. Each group's loss
in number of points in average between the May mean and the
September mean is shown by the lines extending to the left of
the red line. Each group's gain in number of points in aver-
age between the May mean and the September mean is shown by
a line extending to the right of the red line. The retention -
rank of each group is indicated by the figures 1, 2, 3 at the
extreme right of the table.
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on their position seemed advisable. Total number of points

in average gained since the E y test provided another means

of comparison. Again the negro children were shown to be

in the lead with 17.77 points; the Mexican children were

second with 16.19 points, and the white children were last

with 8.94 points.

The widest margin between the negroes and their closest

rival in any particular subject was in the case of para-

graph meaning; while the most striking difference between

any of the groups in ability to retain (or gain) appeared

in literature. In that ability there was a difference of

eleven points between the negroes and the whites.

Just as in achievement, the retentive abilities of

these three groups lay closest together in arithmetic and

spelling, and farthest apart in literature, language usage,

and paragraph meaning.

The general conclusion in regard to striking differ-

ences existing between white children, Mexican children,

and negro children in ability to retain was that some such

differences did appear; and that the greatest difference

was between the negroes and the whites; but, with the ne-

groes sometimes having the advantage over the whites in

this case.

The three greatest differences appeared in literature,

between the negroes and the whites; in language usage,

between the Mexicans and whites; and in arithmetic reasoning,
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between the negroes and whites.

Since all three groups of children showed a similar

and decided loss in arithmetic computation, it is recom-

mended that a more thorough review and intensive drill in

the fundamental operations be given at the close of the

spring term; also that much practice in correct language

usage be provided for Mexican and negro children in order

that the deteriorating influence of their unfavorable

environment may be offset.

Social science work, particularly geography for the

Mexicans, and history for the negroes, needs more empha-

sis. White children should be encouraged to do more

summer reading, and all groups should be given much prac-

tice in silent reading followed by careful testing for

comprehension.

By modifying teaching practices in these suggested

ways it should be possible to make noticeable reductions

in the present group weaknesses and differences of these

Phoenix children.
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Part III

Varying Strength of Recall

How did white children, Mexican children, and negro

children differ in their ability to recall knowledge?

The improvement each group made during that first

month of review in the fall was noted and used as a

measure in locating differences in ability to recall.

This improvement was shown by the differences between the

September and October test averages for the various sub-

jects.

An examination of Table IX on the following page re-

vealed that no groups consistently ranked first in the

ability to recall; that all three groups were rather erratic

in the way they responded to review. History and civics,

and arithmetic computation were the only two subjects in

which the white children, Mexican children, and negro child-

ren, all, made improvement. The groups were most nearly

alike in their recall of arithmetic computation skill.

They differed most in their response to review in language

usage.

It is probably correct to say that white children,

Mexican children, and negro children did not show any strik-

ing differences in their ability to profit by review, as

all three groups showed great variability from one subject

to another in this particular ability. Loss in average

occurred in ten different instances. The gains in four
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TABU; IX

Comparison of White Children, Negro Children and Mexican
Children in Their Resonse to Review Work.

Subject

Diff.between
Sept. and
Oct. Means Group Sept. Mean, Line

Rank
of

Group
1.

Para- 4.33 White 1
graph 3.7 Mex. 2r -

Meaning -1.14 Negro 3--
2.

Word .08 White -- 2
Meaning 2.93 Mex. 1

-1.07 Negro --- 3
3.

Spell- 2.24 White 2
ing -1.86 Mex. 3

3.51 Negro 1

4.
Lan- -2.36 White 2
guage -5.3 Mex. 3
Usage 2.08 Negro - 1

5.
Liter- 3.82 White 2
ature 4.05 Mex. i

-2.17 Negro r 3
6.

History 1.6 White 3
and 2.23 Mex. 2

Civics 3.63 Nero 1

.

Ge o g- -1.27 White 2
raphy -4.14 Mex. 3

.08 Negro 1_

8.
Phys. -.54 White 3
and 2.05 Mex. 1

Hygiene .6 Negro 2
9.

Arith. 3.34 White 1
Reason- -.74 Mex. 3
ing .79 Negro 2
10.

Arith. 3.53 White 3
Compu- 6.14 Mex. 1

tation 5.35 Negro 2
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others were less than a point. There was no group which

did not show comparatively large gains, small gains, and

losses during that month of review. No reason for this

variability and unsatisfactory improvement record is ap-

parent unless it is that the review work was not carefully

motivated, intelligently planned, and carried on to remedy

definitely known weaknesses. The September results in this

particular testing program were not known to the various

teachers as they directed the first month of review.

These unsatisfactory results of a whole month of

general review, and the fact that in most cases group

. ability in September was practically the same as it was

in May seem to indicate the advisability of beginning new

work early in the fall term.



CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, ADD RECOEYENDATIONS

The purpose of this study was to find the answers to

three questions, namely:

1. In which subjects tested by the _New Stanford

Achievement Test, Advanced Examination do Phoenix

grade school children have the greatest learning

persistence as shown by the summer carry over in

those subjects?

2. Does the present plan of one month's review at the

opening of the fall term prove sufficient, in each

subject, to replace the summer loss in efficiency:

3. Do white children, Mexican children, and negro child-

ren display any striking differences in learning,

retaining, and recalling the particular subject

matter tested?

From an analysis of the data secured in a testing pro-

gram in which three forms of the New Stanford Achievement

Test were used; and from an investigation of other related

studies, the conclusions were that the answers to the pro-

posed questions are as follows:

1. Phoenix grade school children have greatest learn-

ing persistence (as shown by summer carry over) in

literature, the second greatest in arithmetic reason-

ing, and the third greatest in spelling.
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2. One month of review at the beginning of the fall

term is sufficient to replace summer loss in ef-

ficiency in every case except geography, and in

most cases it is not even necessary as there is

no summer loss.

3. (a) . White children are strikingly superior to

Mexican children and negro children in the amount

of knowledge they have acquired by the end of the

fifth grade.

Mexican children, as a group are more variable

than the others in their ability to learn.

(b). There are some rather noticeable differences

between white children, Mexican children and negro

children in their ability to retain knowledge and

skills, particularly in the case of literature,

language usage, and arithmetic reasoning ability..

The negroes appear to be somewhat stronger than the

others in this ability.

(c). There are no striking differences in the way

these groups responded to review. The results

showed erratic gains.

It is realized that these conclusions are based on a

Study that has certain limitations in that:

1. The groups tested were small.

2. The fifth grade white children, Mexican children,

and negro children may, or may not have been
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representative of Phoenix children in other grades.

3. Phoenix supplied the only children used in the

study and those groups of children may, or may not

have been typical of the same racial groups found

elsewhere.

4. The New Stanford Achievement Test may not have been

a valid test of the differences between white child-

ren, Mexican children, and negro children in respond-

ing to review, particularly when review is conducted

as it was with those groups of children.

Although the study has these limitations, the resulting

conclusions are probably more valid than mere opinion. .b'or

this reason the writer wishes to make the following sugges-

tions or recommendations:

1. The present course of study for Phoenix grade

schools should be modified so as to require certain

minimum essentials from Mexican children and ne-

groes, and certain maximum achievement from white

children.

2. Greater emphasis should be placed on the teaching

of literature, the social sciences, and physiology

and hygiene.

3. Silent reading followed by careful testing for com-

prehension should occupy a larger place in the

reading program.

4. A varied, intensive, efficient drill on the funda-
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mental processes in arithmetic should be conducted

in all classes during the spring review.

5. Mexican children and negro children should receive

special drill on correct language usage, and word

meaning.

6. Reading from carefully prepared lists of books

should be a part of every child's summer program.

7. In order to awaken keen interest which is so essen-
tial to successful achievement, and to avoid waste
of time in dull, unnecessary review, new work should

begin early in the fall term.
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